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Abstract—Acoustic features extracted from speech are widely
used in problems such as biometric speaker identification and
first-person activity detection. However, the use of speech for
such purposes raises privacy issues as the content is accessible
to the processing party. In this work, we propose a method for
speaker and posture classification using intraspeech breathing
sounds. Instantaneous magnitude features are extracted using
the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) and fed into a CNN-GRU
network for classification of recordings from the open intraspeech
breathing sound dataset, BreathBase, that we collected for this
study. Using intraspeech breathing sounds, 87% speaker classi-
fication and 98% posture classification accuracy were obtained.
Index Terms—Speech processing, speaker recognition, deep
learning, acoustic biometrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
BREATHING interleaves speech. However, it is oftenconsidered to be a nuisance in speech processing since
it does not contain semantic information. Breathing sounds
depend on a variety of factors that depend on the speakers
physiology such as an individual’s lung capacity and the
anatomy of their airway [1]. They also vary depending on age,
mass, current state and history of pathologic and physiological
state [2]. Therefore, it varies from person to person and is
inimitable. In addition, it is universal in the sense that the
breath signature of a person is largely independent of the
spoken content and the language used. These properties make
breathing sound a prominent candidate for use in biometric
verification systems [3].
There is a general lack of studies in the literature using
intraspeech breathing in speaker identification tasks. An earlier
pre-print [4] aimed to demonstrate that breathing sounds can
be used to identify speakers. However, it does not provide
sufficient details of the algorithm and the employed dataset
was not recorded in controlled environments. While a similar
problem is tackled in this letter, we consider our work as a
sequel to that study rather than a comparable one.
In this letter, we present a speaker and posture classification
framework based on convolutional neural networks (CNN)
and gated recurrent units (GRU) via the application of feature
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embedding using Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT). The under-
lying premise is the assumption that breathing signals are not
stationary, meaning that commonly employed Fourier-based
methods would not optimally represent breathing sounds. For
that reason, we propose using instantaneous spectral features
extracted from breathing sounds using HHT. We use time-
varying instantaneous magnitudes as features to feed into the
classifier. Results of an evaluation reveal that using the fea-
tures extracted from signals captured by multiple microphones
provide the best classification performance.
This letter is organized as follows. Background informa-
tion about earlier research into the processing of intraspeech
breathing sounds is given in Sec. II. Sec. III presents the
Hilbert-Huang transform. Sec. IV introduces the BreathBase
dataset. Sec. V introduces the features used in the study and
presents the proposed classification approach. Sec. VI presents
the evaluation results. Finally, Sec. VII discusses the results
and concludes the letter.
II. BACKGROUND
The detection and exact demarcation of human breath and
its phases is a well-studied topic in speech signal processing.
Among the earlier studies, mel-frequency [5]–[8] and i-vector
[9] based approaches are commonly used for feature extrac-
tion, while some other studies use raw breath sound signals [4],
[10], [11]. A number of studies focus on particular problems
and breathing types: classification of normal and abnormal
breathing sounds is studied in [12], breathing gestures (sniff,
normal, and deep breathing) in [13] and phases (silence,
breathing and snore) in [14]. As for speaker recognition, some
studies use breathing sounds alone, while others include all
non-speech sounds together with breath signals [3], [4], [9],
[15]–[18]. Some of these earlier studies have focused on the
detection and removal of breath signals and other non-speech
sounds in order to improve the performance of automatic
speech recognition (ASR) [19], [20].
Datasets employed in these studies include recordings of
ordinary participants as well as theatre and vocal artists.
However, the employed data are rather inhomogenous in terms
of the medium and recording conditions, including among
others, television and telephone recordings [6]–[8], [21]. In
order to collect these recordings, many different types of
transducers were used, including different near or far-field
microphones, imaging devices and respirators [1].
Speech signals are considered to be stationary in short time
intervals [22]. However, non-stationary parts of the speech
such as accents, emphases and different inflections could
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invalidate this assumption [23]. Besides, methods relying on
the assumption of stationarity, such as the widely used mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), cannot accurately
detect the events in intraspeech breathings that are sharply
localized in time [24].
III. HILBERT-HUANG TRANSFORM
The Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) is useful for perform-
ing time-frequency analysis on signals from non-stationary
processes. The method is based on decomposing a signal
with a finite time support into its intrinsic mode functions
(IMF) that are recursively obtained from the signal itself, in
contrast with transforms that use a fixed basis. HHT com-
prises two stages: empirical mode decomposition and Hilbert
transform [25].
Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) allows expressing a
non-stationary signal as a linear combination of its intrinsic
mode functions (IMF) from which instantaneous frequencies
can be calculated. Using EMD, a non-stationary signal, xp(n)
with a finite time support in 0 ≤ n < Np can be expressed as
a linear combination of its Kp IMFs, cp,k(n), and a residual
signal, rp(n), that typically has very low energy. All IMFs as
well as the residual have the same time support as the original
signal, such that:
xp(n) =
Kp∑
k=1
cp,k(n) + rp(n). (1)
The IMFs should satisfy the following properties in order to
be useful in the calculation of instantaneous spectrum: i) the
number of extrema and the number of zero crossings should
differ at most by one and ii) the mean of the envelopes defined
by the maxima and minima, respectively, should be zero [25].
EMD extracts these IMFs by alternating between identification
and inversion of the signal envelope and recursive extraction
of IMFs from xp(n) until either the residual energy is below
a predefined threshold or a predefined number of iterations is
completed. IMFs with a lower index have higher frequency
content.
Extraction of instantaneous spectrum requires the computa-
tion of the discrete Hilbert transform of each IMF to obtain
their analytic counterparts given as:
zp,k(n) = cp,k(n) + jH{cp,k(n)} = ap,k(n)ejΨp,k(n) (2)
where the discrete Hilbert transform can be calculated using
the DFT of the signal as:
H{x(n)} = 1
N
N−1∑
k=0
[
H(k)
N−1∑
n=0
x(n)e−j
2pi
N nk
]
ej
2pi
N nk. (3)
Here, H(k) = 2
[
u(k)− u(k − N2 − 1)
] − δ(k) − δ(k − N2 )
with u(.) is a unit step sequence and δ(k) is a unit sample,
selects the positive frequency components associated with the
quadrature part of the signal. Note that an analytic signal is
calculated for each IMF obtained by using EMD.
Depending on the number of IMFs obtained, HHT typically
results in a sparse intantaneous spectrum that comprises in-
stantaneous magnitude and instantaneous frequency calculated
at each time instant. The feature embedding we employ in
this letter depends on the instantaneous magnitude that can be
calculated from the analytic counterpart of each IMF, defined
as:
Mp,k(n) = [zp,k(n)z∗p,k(n)]1/2, (4)
where (·)∗ represents complex conjugation.
IV. DATA COLLECTION
An important shortcoming with the earlier studies on
speaker classification using intraspeech breathing sounds is
the lack of a dataset comprising samples recorded under
strictly controlled conditions. To address this problem, we
developed an open dataset of intraspeech breathing sounds
called BreathBase [26].
A. Participants and Recording Procedure
A total of 20 participants, who are active licensed American
Football players with good health, took part in the data
collection. An equal number of male and participants who
are 20 to 30 years old participated in data collection.
Each participant was requested to read one and a half pages
long texts from The Sorrows of Young Werther of Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe and The Metamorphosis of Franz Kafka.
The sequences of the original texts were randomized and auto-
translated into Turkish using Google Translator to distort their
meanings. In order to avoid the occurrence of pauses like
silences, emphasis and filled pauses (like ‘umm’ voices) while
reading, the entire text was decapitalized and all punctuation
marks were removed.
Recordings were collected at the METU Spatial Audio
Research Group (SPARG) Lab which is a specially designed
acoustic chamber with very low reverberation (T60 = 80
ms). The chamber has no parallel walls, including its floor
and ceiling, in order to eliminate standing waves. The peak
background noise level was measured to be 40 dB SPL.
B. Recording Setup
The recording setup comprised four microphones (three
RødeTM M5 and one DPATM 4060). DPATM 4060, which is
an omnidirectional subminiature microphone, was placed next
to the speaker’s mouth. RødeTM M5 microphones, which are
cardioid microphones matched for their frequency responses,
were positioned in such a way that for each recorded posture,
there was one microphone that was at a 1.5 m line-of-sight
distance from the speaker’s mouth. The audio interface used
in the recordings was a MOTU 896mk3 Hybrid multichannel
sound card with low-noise, linear-phase microphone pream-
plifiers.
C. Dataset
BreathBase provides tagging for a total of 5070 intraspeech
breath signals for 5 different postures (high sitting, low sitting,
standing, standing with hands behind head and lying) using 4
microphones. These postures were selected not only for their
practical relevance (e.g. in assisted living technologies) but
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also based on the presupposition that these postures would
result in distinctly different conditions in terms of speech
generation, and particularly for the generation of intraspeech
breath sounds. For example, the low sitting condition squeezes
the diaphragm and decreases the lung volume, changing not
only the features of speech but also of intraspeech breath
sounds.
The dataset contains a minimum of 89, a maximum of 710
and an average of 254 intraspeech breath instances per par-
ticipant. Intraspeech breath signals were extracted by frame-
based level thresholding. Low-frequency noise observed at
the cardioid microphones due to the proximity effect [27]
was reduced by using a 4097-tap high-pass, linear-phase FIR
filter with a cutoff frequency of 70 Hz. The same filter was
also applied to the omnidirectional subminiature microphone
to mitigate the risk of classifiers fitting to the microphone
properties. Each breath signal was time aligned via cross-
correlation and normalized for its energy to prevent classifiers
from learning the time delay of arrival and the level differences
between the microphones, respectively.
In order to test our assumption about the non-stationarity of
breath signals, we used the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)
test [28] on breath samples. The null hypothesis for the
ADF test is that the time series comes from a non-stationary
process. The ADF test, as applied to all 5070 samples in our
dataset revealed that the null hypothesis could be rejected
at p = 0.01 level only for 783 breath samples. While this
result by itself does not guarantee that the other samples in
the dataset are non-stationary, it is a strong indication in that
direction. Therefore, feature embedding using HHT instead of
using Fourier-based methods is practically justified.
V. FEATURES AND CLASSIFIER ARCHITECTURES
A. Features
The proposed method uses instantaneous magnitudes ex-
tracted using the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) which are
fed into the classifier architectures in various configurations. In
all cases, a fixed number of Kp = K = 9 IMFs are extracted
from intraspeech breath recordings for Q = 4 channels. Let
us represent the instantaneous magnitude vector comprising
instantaneous magnitudes obtained using HHT from channel
c, for breath instance p as:
m(c)p (n) = [M(c)p,1(n)M(c)p,2(n) · · ·M(c)p,K(n)]T . (5)
Using this K × 1 vector as a unit, several multivariate time
series were constructed for use in classification of postures
and speakers. Time index is omitted henceforth for notational
brevity and the length of each time series will implicitly be
equal to the time support, Np, of the individual breath instance,
p. The configurations employed in this letter are as follows:
1) Channel-0: This configuration uses data only from the
subminiature microphone positioned close to subjects’
mouths and mainly serves as a baseline for the other
tested configurations. Each sample of the multivariate
time series used for representing a single breath instance
is given as a K × 1 vector such that:
M(0)p =m
(0)
p . (6)
2) Split channel: This configuration uses feature vec-
tors obtained from all microphones, i.e. {M(m)p =
m
(m)
p }m=1···4 resulting in four times more data to train
the classifier networks.
3) All channels (Ordered): This configuration extends the
feature vectors vertically, resulting in a 4K × 1 vector
at each time instant such that:
MTp,ordered = [m
(0),T
p m
(1),T
p m
(2),T
p m
(3),T
p ] (7)
This way, the ordering of different microphones is
preserved in each feature vector input to the networks.
4) All channels (Shuffled): This configuration randomizes
the channel ordering for each sample of the previous
configuration such that:
Mp,shuffled = BMp,ordered (8)
where B = P ⊗ IK×K is a block permutation matrix
formed by the Kronecker product of a 4 × 4 random
permutation matrix P with a K × K identity matrix,
IK×K . Notice that, in order to prevent adaptation to
a single permutation, P is randomly updated for each
sample.
B. Classifier Architectures
Since breathing sound is a continuous, time-series data, we
anticipate that the feature vectors of neighboring time steps
convey strong relations in-between. Hence a deep convolu-
tional network has been used to exploit these correlations
in a hierarchical manner. Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [29]
were used to exploit correlations in time, based on already
dense high-level features extracted by the convolution layers,
to support sequence classification. GRU, while being a simpler
architecture using fewer gates, provides similar performance
to long short-term memory (LSTM) networks.
Three different models have been developed for classifi-
cation. The models use stride values smaller than the kernel
lengths, providing overlapping on data and preventing sharp
filter boundaries. The architectures use varying amounts of
dropout rates to prevent overfitting. Additionally, an ensemble
network has been created using these three classifiers. Details
of the employed network layers are shown in Fig. 1.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We classified the recordings both by speaker identity and by
recording posture. Posture classification is done in two differ-
ent settings: i) considering each of the 5 original recording pos-
tures a separate class, ii) grouping them into 3 classes which
are more general (sitting, standing and lying) by merging high
sitting and low sitting postures under sitting and standing and
standing with hands behind head postures under standing.
Train/test split is 80/20 and done in a stratified manner.
The results are summarized in Table I for different channel
modes and using different network architectures for 3-posture,
5-posture and speaker classification problems. Channel-0
mode was used as a benchmark to demonstrate the effect of
using multiple channels and provided accuracies of 51%, 36%
and 63% for 3-posture 5-posture and speaker classification,
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TABLE I
RESULTS FOR 3-POSTURE AND 5-POSTURE AND SPEAKER CLASSIFICATION USING INSTANTANEOUS MAGNITUDE FEATURES WITH DIFFERENT NETWORK
ARCHITECTURES AND DIFFERENT CHANNEL MODES.
3-posture 5-posture Speaker
Channel Mode Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Ens. Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Ens. Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Ens.
Channel-0 0.51 0.47 0.47 0.49 0.36 0.31 0.33 0.36 0.61 0.56 0.60 0.63
Split channel 0.62 0.60 0.57 0.63 0.44 0.43 0.41 0.45 0.68 0.68 0.65 0.72
All-channels (Ordered) 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.82 0.81 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.78 0.83 0.87
All-channels (Shuffled) 0.85 0.65 0.74 0.86 0.48 0.52 0.54 0.55 0.68 0.65 0.69 0.74
Fig. 1. Ensembled classifier network architecture. 1-dimensional convo-
lution layer with rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation is formulated as:
C1D(number of filters, kernel size, stride, drop-out rate). Gated Recurrent Unit
layer with hyperbolic tangent (tanh) activation is formulated as: GRU(number
of units, drop-out rate). Dense layer with softmax activation is formulated as:
Dense(number of nodes).
respectively using the ensembled network. Better accuracy
levels were achieved when all channels are used to train
and test the classifiers either sequentially (i.e. split channel
mode) or in parallel (i.e. two all-channels modes). Among
the modes that all channels are used, All Channels (Ordered)
was the best performing configuration for all cases. For 3-
posture classification, all three models and the ensembled
network gives similar results with a 98% accuracy. For 5-
posture classification, Model-3 performs the best with 87%
accuracy. For speaker classification, the ensembled network
has the best performance with 87% accuracy.
The confusion matrix for the 5-posture task in Fig. 2 shows
that the two standing and sitting positions were confused
within themselves in this setting. The confusion matrix for the
3-posture task shows that this confusion was resolved when
these positions were merged into the more general sitting and
standing classes. The lying position, on the other hand, was
classified distinctly apart from other positions.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a method for speaker and posture classifica-
tion using only intraspeech breathing sound information in
this letter. We also developed the BreathBase dataset which
includes 5070 intraspeech breathing signals for this purpose.
To the best of our knowledge, BreathBase is currently the only
intraspeech breath sound dataset.
Since the analysis of the breath instances revealed strong
indications that intraspeech breath signals are non-stationary,
Fig. 2. Confusion matrices for 3 and 5-posture class recognition for the best
performing models.
instantaneous magnitude features extracted from the Hilbert-
Huang transform are used to classify them. The approach
we propose, takes into account the temporal structure of
instantaneous magnitudes extracted using HHT from four
microphones. We implemented multiple variations of CNN-
GRU networks to investigate the potential of the proposed
feature embedding. Our experiments show the potential of
the proposed method which achieves 87% speaker recognition
accuracy in 20 speaker classes and with 98% and 87% pos-
ture recognition accuracy in 3-posture and 5-posture classes,
respectively. An important finding is that using multiple si-
multaneous recordings improved the accuracy, especially for
posture classification.
We aimed to make sure that the networks we employed
learned postures and speakers, and not, for example, the micro-
phone characteristics. The breath instances were normalized
and time-aligned for that purpose and three of the microphones
had matched frequency responses. However, it is possible that
such adaptation might have occured for the All Channels
(Ordered) configuration in posture classification since each
posture corresponds also to a certain spatial configuration
of microphones. Still, since the All Channels (Shuffled) con-
figuration also provides good accuracy, it is likely that the
classfiers did not learn microphone characteristics, or even
if they did, this effect was not substantial. Similarly, All
Channels (Ordered) configuration provided high accuracy also
for the speaker identification task where there is no risk of
learning the microphone characteristics since recordings for
each speaker were made using at all the different microphone
configurations.
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